OCTOBER 2O18

INFORMATION

CLUB FLY-INS
We hold club fly-ins each month (winter
included) at various sites. These are informal
events and are a great way of meeting other
MKF members.
MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Your membership cards can obtain you
discounts for purchases from most kite retailers
in the UK, and gain you entry to events and
festivals free or at a reduced cost. Please keep
them safe.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE
All fully paid up members are covered by
Public Liability Insurance to fly kites safely for
pleasure anywhere in the world. If you injure
anyone whilst flying your kite the injured party
may be able to claim on the club insurance for
up to £5,000,000. The club has Member-toMember Liability Insurance. A claim may be
refused if the flier was found to be flying a kite
dangerously - e.g. using unsuitable line, in
unsuitable weather; flying over people,
animals, buildings or vehicles. This insurance
does not cover you for damage to, or loss or
theft of members' kite/s.
BUGGIES, BOARDS & KITESURFING
Unfortunately we are not able to cover these
activities within the clubs insurance policy.
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LED-Enhanced Kites
Paint The Sky With
Dazzling Light Art
Artist Francois Beaurain's flowing, kite-powered
light art is cool—his GIFed process
documentation, however, takes it to the next
level.
French photographer, sculptor, and
illustrator Francois Beaurain says he "likes to
explore new horizons," a mandate he takes
quite literally with his latest photo and
cinemagraph series, a group of of kitepowered LED Sky Paintings. During daylight
hours unfit for traditional light art, he "paints" by
overlapping timelapse footage of his kites in
the same way we've seen roombas create a
"Roombacalypse" and birds block out the sky.
To create his light-painted landscapes,
Beaurain attaches small LEDs to his kites, flies
them in swoops and loops any kite enthusiast
would envy, and captures their pathways with
a long-exposure camera. Framed above the
achingly beautiful summer beaches of Soulacsur-Mer in the southwest of France, the Sky
Paintings combine stunning natural beauty with

the abstract aesthetics of light art. By night, the
glowing, flowing paths of the LEDs compliment
the twinkling stars and the shadowy dunes by
the beach. By day, the kites add dynamic
movement to the otherwise serene blue skies
and wide oceanside sands.
Beaurain's two techniques capture the
dynamic pathways a kite cuts through seaside
gusts, but illustrate them with opposite forms,
colors, and file formats. Scroll through
Beaurain's kite-painting images and GIFs below
to see the amazing diversity the artist captures
with just a camera, a kite, and a couple of
LEDs.

21 Wonderful
Words for Wind

BY ARIKA OKRENT

to spread over Sydney from local brickworks, or
the fact that it turned the soil as hard as bricks.
5. Southerly Buster
A cold wind from the south that follows the
Brickfielder.
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6. Buran
A strong north-easterly wind in Siberia and
Central Asia that is hot in the summer and
freezing in the winter. It’s called the purga in
the Arctic tundra and the burga in Alaska.
7. Sirocco
A hot, dry, dusty wind that moves air from the
Sahara into northern Africa and Italy. Over the
Mediterranean it picks up moisture and
becomes humid. Caused by a band of low
pressure moving east across the southern
Mediterranean.
Air molecules are always moving around us.
When we can feel this movement, we call it
wind. If we want to get a little more specific
about the strength of the wind, we can talk
about gentle breezes and zephyrs, or forceful
gusts and gales—but geographers and
climatologists have an additional goody bag
full of wonderful wind words that get even more
specific about what’s going on with those air
molecules and where they’re coming from.
Here are 21 names for the wind.
1. Bise
A cold, dry wind from the north or northeast
funneled over the Alps into southern France
and Switzerland by pressure differences.
2. Mistral
A cold wind that blows over the northwest
Mediterranean coast when pressure
differences funnel it through the Rhone valley.
3. Bora
A cold, very strong, dry wind on the coast of
the Adriatic Sea and northern Italy occurring
when pressure is high over the Balkans and low
over the Mediterranean.
4. Brickfielder
A summer wind in southeastern Australia that
brings hot air from the outback to the cooler
regions. Named either for the red dust it used

8. Khamseen
The Sirocco in Egypt. It’s the word for 50. The
wind is said to blow for 50 days.
9. Gibli
The Sirocco in Libya.
10. Xlokk
The Sirocco in Malta. Pronounced “shlok.”
11. Föhn wind
A föhn wind draws air up one side of a
mountain, where it cools and sheds its moisture
as precipitation, and then warms as it
compresses coming down the other side of the
mountain.
12. Chinook
A Föhn wind that carries warmed air down the
Rocky Mountains and quickly raises the
temperature in the valley below. Cattle grazing
depends on it because it melts the snow.
13. Moazagoatl
A Föhn wind that moves over the Sudeten
Mountains into Germany and Poland.
Apparently from a dialectal version of Matz, the
surname of a shepherd who first identified its
telltale cloud formation in the mountains.
14. Zonda
A Föhn wind that blows eastward over the
Andes in Argentina.

15. Samoon
A hot, whirling wind in the Sahara and Arabian
Desert that plays a role in reshaping dunes; it
can move vast quantities of sand. From the
Arabic for “poison.”
16. Etesians
The annual strong summer winds in the Aegean
Sea resulting from a low pressure trough in Asia
that is part of Monsoon storm systems. Also
called “meltemi” in Greek and Turkish.
17. Shamal
The summer low pressure areas in Asia also
cause this northwesterly wind in Iraq that whips
up sand and dust.
18. Trade winds
These winds blow from the northeast in the
northern hemisphere and the southeast in the
southern hemisphere toward low pressure
regions along the equator. They are reliable
enough to plan trade routes around.
19. Tehuantepecer
Strong winds in Mexico due to high pressure
over North America. They are intensified as they
blow through mountain gaps such as the one
at the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
20. Williwaw
A stormy, cold wind that blows down the
mountains in Alaska.
21. Willy-willy
A local whirling wind in Australia that raises
small columns of dirt, or dust devils, from the
ground.

Passion is not enough, you
need to know how to do it!
Twenty-five years of work, flying as in the sky as
in water, experience, research with passion
and attention to details, this is what at Advance
Kites is called expertise, and this is what you’ll
get when buying a 2016 Advance kite.
The philosophy of Advance Kites has always
been to continue the improvement of the same
shape year after year by comparing the
performance of the kite and adapting it to the
most current ride style in use.
At the same time, every year we recall from the
market worn kites for analysis of their stress
points so that we can strengthen them.
We always challenge ourselves by trying to find
alternative solutions to reinforcements that
normally would increase the weight: by
changing the panels assembly and sewing
method we are able to reduce the tension in
specific areas, and by moving a sewing point
less than a centimeter we are able to distribute
the loads.
This is what makes our kites the lightest in the
world.
Yes, we did choose a nice job, and we are the
best at doing it!

AEROPLAY KITE MAKING KIT

Aeroplay Kites
Designer Lily Li created a fun packaging
for Aeroplay Kites, a do-it-yourself kite making
kit for children between the ages of 9 to 12.
This vibrant brand uses color to convey the
playfulness of the product while also grabbing
the attention of kids. The kit comes in two
containers: a tube of wooden dowels, and a
box of kite making supplies. Each kite is built in
less than 10 steps, which makes for easy
construction.

Designed by Lily Li
Country: Canada
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In the event of poor weather conditions the fly-in will be cancelled.
It is always advisable to check that the event is happening before travelling any distance

The Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival 2O18
at Berrington Hall saw the efforts of several kite
fliers in the ‘Flying Letter Challenge’. O.K, there
were only four entrants to the competition, and
one had to be discounted straight away for his
blatant disregard for the rules or even the
whole concept of the competition.
(My personal apologises to the other
contestants, but Mr Cruicshank’s won’t be
allowed out to play next year.... it's already
been discussed with the Boss. Thanks Carol.)
The general standard was exceptionally high
as was the flying..... All kites performing well on
the day. There was a certain amount of ‘One
Up Manship’ involved on the flying field
resulting in fun for the contestants and the
observers......
The excessive £100.00 pound cash prize was
awarded by a group of judges, with every
contestant receiving a prize......
Next years Challenge will be announced in the
January Newsletter.. hopefully encouraging
more kite fliers to participate......
(Another large CASH prize in 2019...)

Full details of next years competition can be
obtained from the Editor.......

GNE New Red Kite Livery
Posted by: SB Websites | October 15, 2012

The Red Kite service gained a livery overhaul in
the Summer which saw the livery lose the old
style Swirls that were favoured by Go North East
a few years ago. The design now has a black
swirl around the side bird logo and they all
sport a new text style giving it a more pleasing
look. The side logo now also fades into the red
giving it a more modern look and they all now
wear numerous designs showing off the Red
Kite bird of prey.One design is one showing the
head of a Red Kite bird and another design
shows a Red Kite’s flying. Other designs include
different angles of Red Kite birds flying and
swooping. Below are the 2 main variants now
worn shown on 5238 and 5241.

Ooops – wrong sort of kite.............. Ed.

«N09635»*, American Art, New York, Friday, October 06, 2017

WETTLING George, 1907-1968 (USA)
Title : HIGH AS A KITE
Date : 1952
Between $4.000 - $6.000

Council set to ban ‘annoying’
tree climbing and kite flying
February 17 2018, The Times

Flying a kite won’t be allowed in Wandsworth if
other park users object
Climbing a tree, flying a kite or a family game
of cricket are activities that are synonymous
with a trip to the local park on long, hot
summer days.

They might not be for much longer, however,
with one local authority threatening to clamp
down on the traditional pastimes.
Wandsworth council in southwest London is
overhauling park rules for the first time in nearly
a century, with penalties including fines of up
to £500 and being ejected by the “park
police” for children who cannot provide a
“reasonable excuse” for anything that could
be regarded as a transgression.
Outdoor pursuits that are considered
“annoying” to other visitors such as clambering
up a tree could also breach the regulations.

Gigantic kites at the Festival
du Vent in Portiragnes

Every year in September, the most beautiful
and gigantic kites hover over the beach of
Portiragnes. During the Festival du Vent the
colourful shapes already wave at you from far.
You can even see the pros in action, battling
for the European Cup Kite Freestyle. A fun day
out for the whole family!
Up in the air
We arrived just before noon at “plage de la
Rivierette” (plage Ouest) of Portiragnes to have
a look at the Festival du Vent. A festival
completely dedicated to kites! Our kids had
brought their own “cerfs-volants”, and
immediately put theirs up in the air as well.
Inspired by all the amazing kites around.

Most beautiful creations
After our picnic, the wind became stronger
and more and more kites went up in the sky.
The most beautiful creations flew around:

monsters, fish, a whale, bears and a giant crab
walked over the beach. I especially like the
octopuses, with their long tentacles floating in
the air. Very impressive to see! The kids only
had an eye for their own kite though…

Crazy stuff
The European Championship Freestyle was also
held during the Festival du Vent. Great to see
what crazy stuff some people can do with their
kite. Our oldest son brought his mini freestyle
kite to practice, but he still has a long way to
go. If you are around, it is a super day out with
plenty to see and do. Highly recommended for
next year!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in 1914 in what is now Lithuania, Romain
Gary wrote nearly thirty novels and numerous
short stories and screenplays. He was twice
awarded France’s most prestigious literary
award, the Prix Goncourt, once under his own
name, and once under the pseudonym Emile
Ajar.

The Kites
Romain Gary
Translated by Miranda Richmond Mouillot
Published in France in 1980, The Kites is a
beautifully written novel about the triumph of
joy over darkness.

Extent: 384pp Format: Paperback
Text publication date: 30 October 2017
ISBN: 9781925498813

Set in Normandy before and during WW II, The
Kites is narrated by a young orphan Ludo
Fleury, who is madly in love with Lila de
Bronicki, a charming and self-absorbed Polish
aristocrat. Despite the looming war, Ludo
remains obstinately in love with Lila, and
becomes involved in the Resistance. Ludo’s
uncle and guardian, the colourful Ambroise
Fleury, a passionate amateur kite-maker, is
deported to Auschwitz, while Ambroise’s best
friend, Marcellin Duprat, one of France’s
greatest chefs, battles the Occupation with an
unrelenting love of haute cuisine, and Julie
Espinoza, a Parisian madame refashions herself
as a collaborationist countess, running a
Resistance network under the noses of the
Nazis.
Written by one of the greatest and best-loved
French authors, The Kites is both a ripping good
story and a sobering reflection on the tragic
human tendency to search for an enemy. It’s
funny and heartbreaking, dark and optimistic,
tender and unsparing.

PRAISE FOR ROMAIN GARY AND THE KITES
‘Gary is a good model for our own century of
transnational lives.’
David Bellos, author of Romain Gary: A Tall
Story
‘A rich and layered love story that begins in
innocence and moves through hardship
toward a broad humanity.’
Kirkus Reviews
‘The Kites is indeed a treasure, capable of
accessing an enormous node of insight and
almost-overwhelming beauty spliced with
bittersweet candour.’
Bomb Magazine
‘A poignant story dotted with moments of
hilarity and absurdity made even more
interesting by Ludo’s unusual outlook on life.’
West Australian
‘[Gary] recalls France in this moving and
intermittently charming novel about idealism,
creativity and love under the crushing pressure
of war.’
Sydney Morning Herald

‘When a French Resistance hero and awarded
author focuses on World War II, his novel is
bound to carry the ring of authenticity. In
Gary’s case, there is also whimsy and
humour…Gary relays everyday humanity and
depravity in shades that are rarely black and
white but either grey or wildly colourful.’
North & South
‘It is a rash, playful book, yet dark too…in
Gary’s hands, fiction itself is a form of
resistance.’
Guardian

family. You will laugh, you will cry, and you will
grieve, but you will not be disappointed.”
— Amanda Zirn (W), Bethany Beach Books,
Bethany Beach, DE
For Robert Carter, life in his coastal Maine
hometown is comfortably predictable. But in
1976, on his first day of eighth grade, he meets
Nathan Tilly, who changes everything. Nathan
is confident, fearless, impetuous—and
fascinated by kites and flying. Robert and
Nathan’s budding friendship is forged in the
crucible of two family tragedies, and as the
boys struggle to come to terms with loss, they
take summer jobs at the local rundown
amusement park. It’s there that Nathan’s
boundless capacity for optimism threatens to
overwhelm them both, and where they learn
some harsh truths about family, desire, and
revenge.
Unforgettable and heart-breaking, Setting Free
the Kites is a poignant and moving exploration
of the pain, joy, and glories of young
friendship.
“A warm, relatable—at times heartbreakingly
so—story of two boys becoming men in 1970s
Maine... George authentically relays the
dynamic, difficult nature of families.”
—Columbia Daily Tribune
“George’s effortless and beautiful prose flows
off of the page to construct a timeless narrative
of love, loss, kinship and how the connections
we make will almost always find a way to
affect us for the rest of our lives.”
—Oxford Citizen

Setting Free the Kites (Paperback)
“This heartfelt and compelling novel from A
Good American author Alex George is a story
of friendship, loss, and how we deal with grief,
a story about how a single friendship can
change us forever. Yet again, George has
developed beautiful, layered characters and
you will quickly fall in love with Nathan, Robert,
and Liam in blustery seaside Maine in the
1970s. You will hear the excitement each hot,
blistering summer of children and families
visiting the amusement park owned by Robert's

“George combines wit, sorrow and nostalgia
into a story readers young and old will not
forget... heartbreaking and real.”
—Vox Magazine
“Setting Free the Kites is a serious but breezy
work, a sad but delightful story, and just right
for thumbing through at the beach this
summer.”
—Down East Magazine
“A mesmerizing and eloquent read... This is a
book that takes hold of your life, so much that
you forget the individuals are fictional and
assume them as characters in your everyday
life... Highly, highly recommended.”

—Jenn's Bookshelves
“Heart-rending... A beautifully told, nostalgic
tale about friendship, George brings to life true,
strongly independent characters... An
effecting, emotional read. So many excellently
crafted details are packed into its pages,
poignantly capturing the rapid change of
emotions during adolescence”
—Portland Press Herald

KITE FLYING AROUND THE WORLD:
FESTIVALS, BOOKS, CRAFTS & MORE

“A dandy book.”
—St. Louis Post-Dispatch
“A moving novel of friendship, family, loss and
reconcilation... an emotionally resonant novel”
—Shelf Awareness
“This generous, poignant novel addresses
family, friendship, and dealing with
catastrophic loss... a beautifully wrought work
for fans of literary fiction and coming-of-age
novels.”
—Library Journal
“[A] touching story . . . George is masterly in his
rendition of Maine landscapes and the
emotional swings of adolescence.”
— Publishers Weekly
“A lovely meditation on young friendship and
the harsh realities of growing up.”
—Book Riot
ISBN: 9780399576485
ISBN-10: 0399576487
Publisher: G.P. Putnam's Sons
Publication Date: January 9th, 2018

Let’s talk about about kite-flying around the
world! First, a look at the history of kites, then 10
of the biggest kite festivals around the world,
plus books and crafts for kids! Get outside and
fly a kite today!!!
Although the history of kites has been debated,
there is evidence of kite flying in China from
more than 2000 years ago! There is one
Chinese legend that suggests that a peasant’s
straw hat flew off his head, but followed him in
the air attached to a thread from his clothingperhaps the first inspiration for kites?
It is also said that General Han Hsin flew a kite
for the walls of a city he was attacking, to
measure the tunnel his troops needed to build.
Kite flying spread by traders from China to
Korea and then to India. Monks used bamboo
and silk kites for religious and ceremonial
purposes, sending messages and prayers to
the spirit world.
By 1295, Marco Polo documented their
construction and how to fly kites, and interest
spread for hundreds of years. During the 18th
century, kites started to be used in the field of
science. For example, in 1748 a Scottish
meteorologist measured air temperature at
3000 feet from a kite, and in 1752 Ben Franklin
conducted his experiment to prove lightning
was indeed electricity.
Nowadays, kite flying festivals are held around
the world. In Asia, there are often “kite fights,”
where participants attempt to cut their
competitor’s kites down. For example, in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. In Indonesia, India,
Vietnam, and China kite flying is both sport and

recreation. In other countries, kite flying is
children’s play like during the New Year
holidays and the Boys’ Festival in May in
Japan, or in Brazil or Colombia for fun. In
Chile, kites are popular for Independence Day,
and in Guyana at Easter time.
10 BIG KITE FESTIVALS AROUND THE WORLD:
1. FESTIVAL OF THE WINDS: AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST
KITE-FLYING FESTIVAL
The Festival of the Winds is held annually in
September in Sydney, at Bondi Beach.
Everyone is invited to bring their kites to fly and
mingle with the experts at this family-friendly
celebration.

3. PORTSMOUTH (UK) INTERNATIONAL KITE
FESTIVAL
The festival has thousands of stunning and
colorful kites including, including
demonstrations of the art of kite flying and kite
making reflecting the tradition of kites around
the world, with many kites in the sky and on the
ground for visitors to enjoy and admire. These
include beautiful single line kites – intricately
appliquéd or painted with magnificent
designs, amazing cellular kites – flying miracles
of structural engineering, awe inspiring 3D soft
kites in a magical range of shapes and sizes
and skillfully flown kites performing excellent
tricks and routines to music.
4. THE KITES OF SUMPANGO, GUATEMALA
These huge (15-20 meters wide!) circular kites
have been flown as part of the Barrilete
Festivalon All Saints Day, in both Santiago
Sacatepequez and Sumpango, Guatemala.
The Mayans fly the kites to ward off bad spirits
after Día de los Muertos, the day in which the
deceased visit the human world.

Kites in Sidney, Australia. Photo by: Brian
Giesen, CC use
2. HAMAMATSU GIANT KITE FESTIVAL, JAPAN
The unique, giant kites of Japan are
rectangular, and sometimes as large as 3.5
meters by 3.5 meters! The Hamamatsu Giant
Kite Festival started in the 16th Century when
large kites were flown in celebration of the birth
of a baby son to the Lord of Hamamatsu
Castle. Spectators watch as the kite fliers use
friction to cut the twine of their opponents.

Kite Flying in Japan. Photo by: Shizuoka
Prefectural Tourism Association, CC use

The circular kites in Guatemala. Photo
by: Joelsyok, CC use
5. THE INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL, INDIA
According to the Indian calendar, the festival
of Uttarayan marks the day when winter begins
to turn into summer. This holiday announces to
farmers that the sun is back and that harvest
season is approaching. Many cities in Gujarat
organize kite competition between their citizens
where the people all compete with each other.
6. BALI KITE FESTIVAL, INDONESIA
Hundreds of teams from Indonesia and around
the world compete in this huge kite
festival.Traditional Balinese kites are gigantic,
measuring up to 4 by 10 meters, with others
trailing 100 meter long tail! Some kites even
have a vibrating bow that called

a ‘guwang,’ whose humming can be heard
from the ground.

world, and a kite factory. Enjoy the traditional
kite designs like the centipede and dragon,
that are made using ancient methods of kitemaking.

Long Indonesian kites. Photo by: Chie, CC use
7. CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL,
SOUTH AFRICA
With 20,000 visitors and hundreds of kites of all
shapes and sizes, the Cape Town International
Kite Festival is the largest kite festival in Africa!
8. THE ZILKER KITE FESTIVAL, US
Founded in 1929, it was designed to ignite
creativity in children. The ABC Kite Fest (aka the
Zilker Kite Festival, after the park in which it’s
held) is a beloved, family-friendly tradition:
activities for all ages, traditional kite flying
contest and showcase, a fun run and MossFest,
and a children’s music concert.

9. CERVIA (ITALY) INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL
What makes the Cervia Festival unique is the
showing of extremely artistic kites from around
the world: figures, animals, characters, and
fantasy flying over the beach.
10. WEIFANG (CHINA) INTERNATIONAL KITE
FESTIVAL
Weifang, Shandong, China is known as the kite
capital of the world, and people consider it to
the the birthplace of kites! While in Weifang,
you can visit the largest kite museum in the

BOOKS ABOUT KITE FLYING
I’ve put these in order of readers’ ages, starting
with picture books and moving to chapter
books. The settings are in parentheses after the
title and author.
PICTURE BOOKS ABOUT KITE FLYING
Damien and the Dragon Kite, by Raymond
Macalino (kite festival)
In the Wind, by Elizabeth Spurr (AA/US)
Kite Flying, by Grace Lin (Chinese-American
family)
Dragon Kite of the Autumn Moon, by Valerie
Reddix (Taiwan)
Nu Dang and his kite, by Jacqueline Ayer
(Thailand)
Kabir and the Kite by Kali Kalam (India)
The Kite, by Luis Garay (Nicaragua)
Kiko the Short-Tailed Kite, by Meredith W.
Newton-Halstead (Japan)
King for a Day, by Rukhsana Khan (Pakistan:
main character is in wheelchair
The Kite Festival, by Leyla Torres (Colombia)

Henry and the Kite Dragon, by Bruce Edward
Hall (US/Chinatown)
Francisco’s Kite/ Las Cometas de Francisco, by
Alicia Klepis (US/El Salvador- bilingual)
The Emperor and the Kite, by Jane Yolen
(China)
The Kite that Bridged Two Nations: Homan
Walsh and the First Niagara Suspension
Bridge, by Alexis O’Neill. (US/ Canada)
Dragonfly Kites, by Tomson Highway
(Canada/Cree- bilingual)
Red Kite, Blue Kite, by Ji-li Jiang. (China)
Kites, by DEMI (China)
The Kite Fighters, by Linda Sue Park (Korea) **
this is the only multicultural chapter book I
could find for kids about kites!

KITE MAKING AND KITE FLYING FOR KIDS!
Toddler Friendly Homemade Kites
Simple but perfect diamond homemade kite
Plastic Bag Kite
6 Foot Rokkaku Kite Plans: The Rokkaku is
probably one of the most versatile kites any
kiter could have in their kite bag. Rokkaku are
probably most commonly used for kite battles
Beautiful kites for kids (featured in above
picture!)
I hope you love this post about kite flying
around the world! I think kites are one of the
topics that can introduce kids to the idea that
we are all connected. Cultures around the
globe enjoy this outdoor sport, even if we
each make our kites a little differently.

Soaring Production: Kabul Kite
Makers Prepare for Flying Season
Banned during the Taliban's
repressive 1996-2001 regime, kite
flying soared in popularity after the
US-led invasion, which enabled kite
makers, such as Muhammadi, to
reopen their businesses.

Updated:August 2, 2018

as a few cents each, kites are a cheap pasttime in the impoverished country.
Banned during the Taliban's repressive 19962001 regime, kite flying soared in popularity
after the US-led invasion, which enabled kite
makers, such as Muhammadi, to reopen their
businesses.
Afghanistan's kite-flying culture was made
famous by best-selling Afghan author Khaled
Hosseini, whose 2003 novel "The Kite Runner"
became a runaway global bestseller and
turned into a film. Fierce battles waged by kite
flyers, who use string coated with crushed glass
to cut down other kites, ensures many repeat
sales for kite retailers.
"My entire family, including my sons, daughters
and wife, make kites (at home)," Masood, 40, a
second generation kite seller, told AFP recently
at his shop in the bustling Shor Bazaar in an old
neighbourhood of Kabul. "During the winter we
sell between 100,000 and 300,000 kites. I
make about 300,000 afghanis (about $4,200)
in three months," he added.

Afghan kite vendor Halim Muhammadi cuts tissue paper
as he makes kites in his home in Kabul.

Surrounded by bright-coloured tissue paper
and bamboo sticks, Afghan kite maker Halim
Muhammadi and his children sit in their modest
living room in Kabul assembling kites in
preparation for the city's flying season. After
selling hundreds of thousands of kites during
the cooler months, particularly in spring when
flying conditions are ideal, kite makers spend
the rest of the year replenishing their stocks.
A single kite takes only minutes to make.
Muhammadi, 50, expertly cuts a piece of
delicate tissue paper into a diamond shape
and glues it to a thin bamboo frame -- skills he
has honed since he was a child. He then
passes the fragile object to his children -daughters Madina, 18, and Nigina, 15, and his
14-year-old son Shohaib -- who adorn it with
simple decorations and leave it to dry in their
home.
While the main kite flying season starts in the
winter and finishes at the end of spring, a
breeze at any time of the year is enough to
draw people of all ages to rooftops, dusty hills
or cemeteries to enjoy one of the country's
traditional leisure activities. Retailing for as little

Inside the cramped kite stores in Shor Bazaar,
huge piles of kites are testament to Afghans'
love of the sport.
"People are crazy about kite flying here," said
Pahlwan Karim, 65, whose family has been
making kites for nearly a century. His kites are
branded with a picture of a scorpion -- after his
kite-making brother's nickname. "This market
sells hundreds of thousands of kites every day
in winter," he added.

THE WAYWARD
KITE

14th ZURICH FILM FESTIVAL
Sept 28 - October 8 2018
8 min : Animated short : 9th August 2017

A little kite breaks its tether, running away in its
own odyssey of self-discovery.
Director: Yuting Hsueh Writer: Yuting Hsueh

Interesting tattoo offered hils on holiday in the
South of France..... Mrs Souten wasn’t having
any of it....... Ed.

Check out the ‘Hi Flier’ article accompanying
this newsletter. Ed.

Confused in France as Les Puces are FLEAS... as
in Flea Market.........Ed.

"Anyone who has ever had the feeling of being
higher than a kite after giving a public speech
is well aware of the effects of attention." Keith
Henson.
"Mostly, though, I dream of good things...I
dream that flowers will bloom in the
streets..again and music will play in
the...houses and kites will fly in the
skies." Khaled Hosseini.
"You think so logically... like a hawk soaring - I
feel so chaotically... like a kite without a tail
plummeting to earth." John J. Geddes.

‘KITE QUOTES’
"I went to the doctors the other day and I said,
'have you got anything for wind?' So he gave
me a kite." Tommy Cooper.
"To whirle the eyes too much shewes a Kites
braine." George Herbert. IMG
"I am a kite in a tornado, but I have a long
string." Karen Marie Moning.
"Come up and be a kite, On a diamond
flight!" Kate Bush.
"When the wind stops, kite falls but bird flies;
because bird did not borrow the wind when
rising!" Mehmet Murat Ildan.
"Love without friendship is like a kite, aloft only
when the winds are favorable. Friendship is
what gives love its wings." Sherry Thomas.
"You will find truth more quickly through delight
than gravity. Let out a little more string on your
kite." Alan Cohen.
"The mind is like the wind. You're trying to stop
the wind, dressed as a kite. How are you going
to do it?" Mooji.
"The experience of writing 'The Kite Runner' is
one I will always think back on with fondness.
There is an energy, a romance in writing the
first novel that can never be duplicated
again." Khaled Hosseini.

"I spent my 16th birthday high as a kite,
jumping out of a tree topless in my local park
just because it felt amazing hitting the
ground." Florence Welch.
"My mind was in my heart, anchored like a
bright kite in a safe place." Elizabeth Berg.
"Can imagination act Perpendicular to fact?
Can it be a kite that flies Till the Earth ,
umbrella-wise, Folds and drops away from
sight?" Philip Jose Farmer.
"I wish I was more stupid because I'm either
completely ecstatic and joyous and absolutely
high as a kite or I'm a bit morbid. There's never
anything in between." Paloma Faith.
"The optimist pleasantly ponders how high his
kite will fly; the pessimist woefully wonders how
soon his kite will fall." William Arthur Ward.
"And yet - and yet - one's kite will rise on the
wind as far as ever one has string to let it go. It
tugs and tugs and will go, and one is glad the
further it goes, even if everybody else is nasty
about it." D H Lawrence.
"Like a kite Cut from the string, Lightly the soul
of my youth Has taken flight." Takuboku
Ishikawa.
"And I began to let him go. Hour by hour. Days
into months. It was a physical sensation, like
letting out the string of a kite. Except that the
string was coming from my center." Augusten
Burroughs.
‘FOOD for Thought’ - Ed.

Stereophonics Lyrics
"Caught By The Wind"
Wolves in the woods
Don't play by the rules
From mouth to ear
Anything's possible
Set the needle down
Take it back to the start
When do we lose
Just how free we are?
Help yourself to what you want
Get caught by the wind
Believing you can fly
Celebrate everything
Sunbathing on the roof
Watching aeroplanes
Believing you can live
Yeah forever and a day
Oh, yeah

Don't say it's over
It's never over
There's always time to change
And start again today
Right now
Wolves in the woods
Don't play by the rules
From mouth to ear
Anything's possible
Help yourself to what you want
Get caught by the wind
Believing you can fly
Celebrate everything
Sunbathing on the roof
Watching aeroplanes
Believing you can live
Yeah forever and a day

Help yourself to what you want
Get caught by the wind
Believing you can fly
Celebrate everything

Oh yeah, Oo yeah
(Wooaaaah woaaah)
Oh yeah, celebrate everything
(Woaaaaaah woaaah)
Oh yeaaaaaaah
Help yourself to what you want
Get caught by the wind
Believing you can fly
Celebrate everything

Sunbathing on the roof
Watching aeroplanes
Believing you can live
Yeah forever and a day

Sunbathing on the roof
Watching aeroplanes
Believing you can live
Yeah forever and a day

Every chain got a broken link
Jump off the boat, you can swim or sink
Swallows dive through the summer nights
Something beautiful, money just don't buy

